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Hardware-Efficient Coherent Digital Receiver
Concept With Feedforward Carrier Recovery for

� -QAM Constellations
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel digital feedforward
carrier recovery algorithm for arbitrary -ary quadrature
amplitude modulation ( -QAM) constellations in an intradyne
coherent optical receiver. The approach does not contain any
feedback loop and is therefore highly tolerant against laser phase
noise. This is crucial, especially for higher order QAM constella-
tions, which inherently have a smaller phase noise tolerance due
to the lower spacing between adjacent constellation points. In
addition to the mathematical description of the proposed carrier
recovery algorithm also a possible hardware-efficient implemen-
tation in a parallelized system is presented and the performance
of the algorithm is evaluated by Monte Carlo simulations for
square 4-QAM (QPSK), 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM. For
the simulations ASE noise and laser phase noise are considered as
well as analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and internal resolution
effects. For a 1 dB penalty at ��� � ��

�, linewidth times
symbol duration products of � � ��

� (4-QAM), � � ��
�

(16-QAM), � � ��
� (64-QAM) and � � ��

� (256-QAM)
are tolerable.

Index Terms—Coherent communication, feedforward carrier
recovery, optical communication, parallel processing, phase esti-
mation, phase noise, quadrature amplitude modulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Q UADRATURE amplitude modulation in combination
with coherent detection is very attractive for future
optical transmission systems, since it allows to increase

the data rate without increasing the symbol rate or the required
bandwidth. This allows integrating single wavelength channels
with data rates at 100 Gb/s and above into existing dense wave-
length division multiplexed (DWDM) systems with 50 GHz
spacing. Additionally, as the throughput for coherent transmis-
sion systems is strongly limited by the ADC bandwidth and
sampling rate, higher order QAM modulation formats reduce
these requirements.

Tremendous studies have already been done on coherent
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) [1], [2], which can also
be regarded as 4-QAM, and first realtime transmission systems
have already been demonstrated [3]–[5]. Also higher order
QAMmodulation formats (see Fig. 1) attract more and more at-
tention. Integrated modulators have already been developed for
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Fig. 1. Square QAM constellation diagrams.

16-QAM [6], [7], and the transmission of a polarization-multi-
plexed 128-QAM signal was demonstrated using a pilot carrier
for optical phase noise cancelling [8].

However, a linewidth tolerant feed-forward carrier recovery
avoiding feedback loops for higher-order QAM constellations
has not been proposed so far. The published algorithms either
contain a decision directed feedback loop [9]–[11], use only
dedicated symbols for carrier recovery that fulfill certain cri-
teria [12] or perform differential decoding without carrier re-
covery [13]. The first two approaches achieve only a low laser
linewidth tolerance in practical systems prohibiting the utiliza-
tion of standard distributed DFB lasers. The latter has a lower
receiver sensitivity due to the asynchronous detection.

In this article we present a hardware-efficient and phase
noise tolerant feedforward carrier recovery concept for syn-
chronous decoding of arbitrary -QAM constellations. The
feedbackless algorithm is described mathematically and a hard-
ware-efficient implementation is proposed. The performance
of the algorithm is investigated for 4-QAM (QPSK), 16-QAM,
64-QAM and 256-QAM in Monte Carlo simulations (Fig. 1).
The implementation of 32-QAM and 128-QAM is also possible
but not addressed in this article. The simulations consider laser
phase noise effects, but also various quantization effects in the
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Fig. 2. Decision-directed carrier recovery with� � �.

receiver. The results show that a practical implementation of
16-QAM using DFB lasers is already possible today, therefore
being a potential candidate for 100 Gb/s transmission systems.
64-QAM and 256-QAM can be realized in the near future and
may enable 400 Gb/s transmission in 50-GHz-spaced DWDM
channels.

II. PHASE NOISE TOLERANCE OF DECISION-DIRECTED

DIGITAL CARRIER RECOVERY CONCEPTS FOR -QAM
CONSTELLATIONS

Phase noise can be modeled as a Wiener process [14]

(1)

where the ’s are independent and identically distributed
random Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance

(2)

is the sum linewidth of signal and local oscillator lasers and
is the symbol period.

Fig. 2 shows the general structure of a decision-directed car-
rier & data recovery module with feedback delay . The
phase estimator uses the estimated carrier phase to dero-
tate the symbol , and the result is fed into a decision device
( denotes the output of the decision device).

(3)

The carrier phase estimate is calculated with

(4)

where are weighting coefficients (e.g., Wiener filter coeffi-
cients) and is the FIR filter length. If only preceding symbols
are used as inputs to the FIR filter, a feedback delay of
becomes theoretically possible [10].

However, in a practical implementation it is impossible to
achieve . A real circuit implementation that supports
100 Gb/s or higher data throughput, will use massive paral-
lelization and pipelining to realize a synchronous carrier and
data recovery. Parallelization means that the received samples
are demultiplexed into several parallel modules to be able to
process the data at a lower clock speed. Pipelining signifies that
the whole carrier recovery process is not executed completely

Fig. 3. Decision-directed carrier recovery in a parallelized and pipelined re-
ceiver �� � ��.

within one clock cycle, but only fractions of the processing are
performed and the auxiliary results are stored in registers or
flip-flops (FF). Fig. 3 shows the structure of such an implemen-
tation. It can be seen that due to the parallel processing of
consecutive samples the feedback delay between two symbols
within one module is equal to the degree of parallelism . Even
if the latest phase estimate from all parallel outputs is fed back
into each module as shown in Fig. 3, the average delay amounts
to . Taking also the number of pipeline stages into
account (represented by the flip-flops (FF) in Fig. 3), meaning
that it takes clock cycles until an input sample has an impact
on the feedback value, the total average feedback delay is

(5)

Note that the minimum number of pipeline stages is 1, because
this is the minimum number of clock cycles required in a digital
feedback system (cp. Fig. 2).

To determine the effect of on the phase noise tolerance
of the receiver, let be a perfect estimate of , i.e.,

and is only corrupted by phase noise. With
(3), can be written as

(6)

According to (1) is given by

(7)

is a random Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance
. Therefore, the standard devi-

ation of the phase noise increases by the factor .
In a practical implementation, assuming e.g., parallel pro-

cessing with and pipeline stages, the average
feedback delay is samples. This shows that a de-
cision-directed carrier recovery is fairly unfeasible because the
phase noise tolerance is reduced by a factor of 8.5. Conse-
quently any feedback loop must be avoided in the carrier re-
covery process, especially for higher order QAM constellations
with their inherently smaller phase noise tolerance. In particular,
the carrier cannot be recovered in a decision-directed manner
when normal DFB lasers are used.
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Fig. 4. Feedforward carrier recovery using � test phase values � .

III. FEEDFORWARD CARRIER RECOVERY ALGORITHM

A. Square QAM Constellations

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the proposed carrier recovery
module. The input signal of the coherent receiver is sampled
at the symbol rate, and perfect clock recovery and equalization
are assumed. To recover the carrier phase in a pure feedforward
approach the received signal is rotated by test carrier phase
angles with

(8)

Then all rotated symbols are fed into a decision circuit and the
squared distance to the closest constellation point is cal-
culated in the complex plane

(9)

In order to remove noise distortions, the distances of
consecutive test symbols rotated by the same carrier phase angle

are summed up

(10)

The optimum value of the filter half width depends on the
laser linewidth times symbol rate product. will
be a fairly good choice.

After filtering the optimum phase angle is determined by
searching the minimum sum of distance values. As the de-
coding was already executed in (9), the decoded output symbol

can be selected from the by a switch controlled by the
index of the minimum distance sum.

Due to the 4-fold ambiguity of the recovered phase in the
square -QAM constellation the receiver cannot uniquely as-
sign the bits to the recovered symbol. This problem
can be resolved either by using framing information [15] or by
applying differential coding [16]. It is sufficient to differentially
Gray-encode the two bits that determine the quadrant of the
complex plane. The differential encoding and decoding process
is the same as for QPSK and is presented in detail in [17]. It can
be described by the following formula

(11)

where is the differentially decoded quadrant number,
is the received quadrant number and is the jump number.
The only required modification of the decoding process com-
pared to [17] is that quadrant jumps are detected according to
the following formula:

(12)

All other bits that determine the symbol within the quadrant
of the complex plane are Gray-encoded without any differen-
tial encoding or decoding. Fig. 5 exemplifies the bit to symbol
assignment including differential encoding/decoding for square
16-QAM.

The resulting constellation diagram is not any more Gray-
encoded. This results in a coding penalty, which is 3 dB for
4-QAM (QPSK) and drops to nearly 0 dB for high order con-
stellations [18].

B. Arbitrary QAM Constellations

The proposed feedforward carrier recovery concept can also
be applied to arbitrary QAM constellations. If the constellation
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Fig. 5. 16-QAM bit to symbol assignment: The encircled symbol pairs have a
Hamming distance larger than 1 due to differential encoding of the quadrant.

diagram is rotationally symmetric by the angle , then must
be selected as

(13)

For square QAM constellations [cp. (8)] holds.
Without rotational symmetry must be used.

Due to the -fold ambiguity of the recovered phase with
bits should be differentially encoded/decoded,

where is the smallest integer larger than or equal to . (11)
therefore changes to the more general expression

(14)

C. Polarization Division Multiplexing & Equalization

If polarization division multiplexing is applied, there are two
possibilities to implement the carrier recovery. One option is to
use two separate carrier recoveries for each polarization, or to
have a common carrier recovery for both polarizations as pro-
posed in [19]. To realize this option (10) must be modified as
follows:

(15)

where is the index of the polarization. Because twice as much
data is available to determine the carrier phase angle, can be
halved, increasing the phase noise tolerance roughly by a factor
of 2 [19].

The presented feedforward carrier recovery algorithm is com-
patible with all kinds of equalizers proposed for polarization

control, chromatic dispersion (CD) and polarization mode dis-
persion (PMD) compensation. Both non-decision-aided feed-
forward equalizers based e.g., on the constant modulus algo-
rithm (CMA) [20] or decision-directed equalization as proposed
in [19] can be applied.

IV. HARDWARE-EFFICIENT CARRIER RECOVERY

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Efficient Calculation of Vector Rotations

The rotation of a symbol in the complex plane normally re-
quires a complex multiplication, consisting of four real-valued
multiplications with subsequent summation. This would lead
to a large number of multiplications to be executed, while
achieving a sufficient resolution for the carrier phase values

. The hardware effort would therefore become prohibitive.
Applying the CORDIC (coordinate rotation digital computer)
algorithm [21], [22] can dramatically reduce the necessary
hardware effort to calculate the rotated test symbols. This
algorithm can compute vector rotations simply by summation
and shift operations. As for the calculation of the rotated
copies of the input vector intermediate results can be reused
for different rotation angles, only shift and add
operations are required to generate the test symbols. For
example to generate rotated copies of the CORDIC
algorithm requires only 124 shift and add operations instead of
124 real valued multiplications and 62 summations.

B. Calculation of the Distance to the Closest Constellation
Point

To determine the closest constellation point the rotated
symbols are fed into a decision circuit. The square distance

[(9)] can be written as

(16)

Implementing this formula literally into hardware would lead to
two multipliers and three adders/subtractors. But a closer exam-
ination of (9) and (16) reveals that the results of the subtractions
are relatively small because the distance to the closest constel-
lation point is calculated. Therefore, the most significant bits
(MSBs) of the subtraction result will always be zero and can
be discarded to reduce the hardware effort. Due to the moderate
required resolution for , the squared distance (15) can be de-
termined by a look-up table or basic logic functions more effi-
ciently than with multipliers.

C. Filter Function

Highly parallelized systems allow a very resourceful imple-
mentation of the summation of 2 consecutive values. The
adders can be arranged in a binary tree structure where interme-
diate results from different modules are reused in neighboring
modules leading to a moderate hardware effort.
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D. Overall Hardware Effort

To estimate the overall hardware effort, we compare the
proposed algorithm against the QPSK carrier recovery algo-
rithm proposed in [17]. Both algorithms contain almost the
same functional blocks such as the rotation in the complex
plain, the filter function or the decision circuit. Both algorithms
also use look-up tables, [17] for calculating the argument
of a complex sample, and the newly proposed algorithm to
calculate . The only functional block not found in [17]
is the search for the minimum sum of the filter outputs and the
subsequent switch. Considering that the complex rotation is
more hardware-efficient in the proposed algorithm than in [17],
because the CORDIC algorithm can reuse intermediate results,
the hardware effort for the proposed algorithm is roughly
times higher than the one for QPSK carrier recovery. It may
be viewed as a large increase since is in the range of 16 to
64. But taking into account that the algorithm is designed for
high-order QAM constellations, and that the hardware effort
for chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation, polarization
mode dispersion (PMD) compensation or polarization control
is also many times higher than the hardware effort for [17],
the implementation of the proposed algorithm can be achieved
with reasonable effort.

V. SQUARE QAM SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed carrier recovery
algorithm and to determine the required hardware effort,
extensive simulations have been carried out. The considered
constellations are 4-QAM (QPSK), 16-QAM, 64-QAM and
256-QAM with differential encoding/decoding as described in
Section III.A. Our simulations are limited to square constel-
lations because they are more straightforward to generate [6],
[7] and optimal in respect of noise immunity in additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) dominated transmission systems [18].
The filter width is always set to , and each data point is
based on the simulation of 200 000 symbols. The results are
compared against the theoretically achievable sensitivity with
ideal Gray coding. Thus, the sensitivity penalties observed in
the simulations take also the coding penalty due to differential
encoding/decoding into account. The theoretically achievable
sensitivity is calculated with the following formula [18]:

(17)

where is the average energy per symbol, is the noise
power spectral density, is the number of constellation points
and BER is the target bit error rate. is referred to as
optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR),

A. Phase Angle Resolution

A crucial quantity for the proposed algorithm is the required
number of the test phase values . If the required resolu-
tion is too large, the realization in hardware becomes unfeasible.
Fig. 6(a) shows the sensitivity penalty at the bit error rate

Fig. 6. Sensitivity penalty for different numbers of test phase values � (a) for
4-QAM and 16-QAM; (b) for 64-QAM and 256-QAM.

Fig. 7. Receiver tolerance against phase noise for different square QAM
constellations.

for 4-QAM and 16-QAM. The proposed algorithm and a re-
ceiver with ideal carrier recovery were simulated with different
resolutions for the carrier phase. Ideal carrier recovery means
that the receiver knows the exact carrier phase (which is only
realizable in simulation) and therefore the sensitivity penalty is
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Fig. 8. Impact of different linewidth times symbol duration products on the receiver sensitivity of coherent QAM receivers.

TABLE I
LINEWIDTH REQUIREMENTS FOR FEEDFORWARD CARRIER RECOVERY

WITH DIFFERENT SQUARE QAM CONSTELLATIONS

only caused by differential quadrant encoding and quantization
effects.

4-QAM attains a minimum penalty of 0.5 dB for the ideal
receiver and 0.7 dB for the proposed algorithm. The penalty
difference of 0.2 dB is thus the implementation-induced penalty.
For 16-QAM the minimum penalties decreases (0.4 dB for the
ideal receiver, 0.6 dB for the proposed algorithm), because only
2 out of 4 transmitted bits are differentially encoded. For all
4 receivers it can be seen that almost no additional penalty is
induced due to the quantization of the carrier phase, provided
that . Therefore, in all following simulations for
4-QAM and 16-QAM is set to 32.

Fig. 6(b) shows the same simulations for 64-QAM and 256-
QAM. The minimum penalty for 64-QAM is 0.3 dB with ideal
carrier recovery and 0.5 dB using the proposed algorithm. For
256-QAM the respective values are 0.35 dB and 0.55 dB. For
both constellations the penalty due to the quantization of the
carrier phase is tolerable only if . The number of
test phase values for 64-QAMand 256-QAM is therefore chosen
to be in all subsequent simulations.

B. Phase Noise Tolerance

Another important property of a carrier recovery in a coherent
receiver is its tolerance against phase noise. Today’s commercial

transmission systems usually employ DFB lasers, because they
are cost-efficient and have a small footprint. The linewidth of
such lasers is in the range of 100 kHz MHz. As-
suming a symbol rate of 10 Gbaud the tolerable sum linewidth
times symbol duration product must be

.
Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity penalty of the proposed carrier

recovery algorithm against the linewidth times symbol duration
product. Table I lists the maximum tolerable linewidth times
symbol duration product for a sensitivity penalty of 1 dB at a
BER of . In a polarization multiplexed system with the
same common carrier recovery for both polarizations (as de-
scribed in Section III.C), these values can be approximately
doubled.

In order to evaluate the phase noise tolerance of the algo-
rithm also for lower BER rates, additional long term simula-
tions have been executed for selected values of , simu-
lating 2 000 000 symbols per data point (Fig. 8). Note that for
BERs below the results become inaccurate due to the low
number of errors that occurred during simulation. The theoret-
ical optimum is calculated by inverting (17), which results in the
following equation:

(18)

It can be seen that for the values of causing 1 dB
of penalty at a BER of , the penalty increases for lower
BERs, especially for higher order QAM constellations. But if
these values are reduced to one quarter the penalty stays almost
constant even for BER rates down to .
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Fig. 9. Phase estimator mean squared error and efficiency ���� versus filter half width � for different square QAM constellations. (The legends apply to both
figures of a column.).

C. Carrier Phase Estimator Efficiency

In the following the efficiency of the phase estimator is an-
alyzed. For high OSNR the contribution of AWGN to phase
noise can be considered to be also Gaussian with the variance

[23]. Therefore, the efficiency of the phase
estimator depending on the filter half width is given by

(19)

where the numerator is the Cramér–Rao lower bound (CRLB)
[24], and the denominator is the mean squared error of the phase
estimator output. The CRLB is independent of the estimator
structure and specifies the lowest possible mean squared error
achievable by an unbiased estimator. Thus, the maximum esti-
mator efficiency is 1.

Fig. 9 shows themean squared error together with the theoret-
ical optimum expressed by the CRLB (top row) and the resulting
estimator efficiency (bottom row) for the proposed carrier
recovery concept and different square QAM constellations.

For all considered constellations in the absence of phase noise
the mean squared error continuously decreases for
larger values of . In contrast if phase noise is present a global
minimum emerges that depends on the linewidth times symbol
duration products the OSNR. It can be seen that , which

was selected for our simulations, induces a mean squared error
that is always close to this minimum, especially for lower
OSNRs. In principle by optimizing for each parameter set

the performance of the receiver could
have been improved. But as this is not practical in real systems
this optimization was omitted in the simulations.

A result comparison among the different QAM constellations
makes it apparent that the maximum achievable efficiency re-
duces from 85% for 4-QAM to 60% for 16-QAM and
64-QAM to finally around 30% for 256-QAM. This reduction
is mainly caused by the quantization of the carrier phase that
limits the minimum achievable mean squared error of the esti-
mator. For (4-QAM, 16-QAM) and
(64-QAM, 256-QAM) the minimum mean squared errors are

rad and rad , respectively. For 4-QAM the
CRLB is well above the quantization limit, thus quantization
effects can mostly be neglected. For 16-QAM and 64-QAM the
CRLB is in the range of the quantization limit. Hence, the esti-
mator efficiency is already reduced, especially for low OSNR.
If the resolution of the carrier phase for 16-QAM is increased
to 6 bit, the estimator efficiency improves to 80%. Finally
for 256-QAM the CRLB is mostly below the 6 bit quantiza-
tion limit, which of course severely degrades the estimator ef-
ficiency. Increasing the carrier phase resolution would cause
an improvement. But as can be seen from Fig. 8 the achieved
mean squared errors are already sufficient to reliably recover
256-QAM symbols.
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Fig. 10. Receiver sensitivity penalty versus analog-to-digital converter resolu-
tion for different square QAM constellations.

Another peculiarity is that the efficiency for higher order
QAM constellations tends to go to zero for short filter lengths
and low OSNR. The reason for this effect becomes obvious if
one recalls the carrier recovery algorithm: The squared distance
of the received symbol to the closest constellation point is
calculated for different carrier phase angles. Looking at the de-
veloping of over the different the algorithm produces
for 4-QAM one distinct minimum even for . In contrast
for higher order QAM constellations several local minima will
emerge. Therefore, larger filters are required to identify the
global minimum, especially for lower OSNRs where the signal
is stronger corrupted by noise.

D. Analog-To-Digital Converter Resolution

Next to phase noise tolerance another major obstacle to re-
alize realtime coherent transmission systems with digital car-
rier recovery is based on the required bandwidth and resolution
of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Fig. 10 shows the ef-
fect of the ADC resolution on the receiver sensitivity for the
considered QAM constellations. The necessary ADC resolution
increases approximately by 1 bit if the number of constella-
tion points is multiplied by 4. This relation becomes evident by
looking again at Fig. 1. It can be seen that increasing the number
of constellations points by a factor of 4 doubles the size of the
constellation diagram in Re- and Im-dimensions. Therefore, to
keep the accuracy of the received samples constant, the number
of ADC quantization steps must also double. Table II summa-
rizes the ADC requirements for a 100 Gb/s polarization multi-
plexed transmission system. Since commercial systemswill also
contain PMD and CD compensation, which necessitates over-
sampling, the values for sampling are also given.

E. Internal Resolutions

Not only the external quantization limited by the ADC reso-
lution constrains algorithm performance, but also internal res-
olutions have to be considered. Therefore, an optimal compro-
mise must be found between performance degradation and hard-
ware efficiency. Especially because the proposed algorithm uses

TABLE II
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER REQUIREMENTS FOR POLARIZATION

MULTIPLEXED 100 GB/S TRANSMISSION

Fig. 11. Receiver sensitivity penalty versus internal resolution for the distances
���� � and ���� � for different square QAM constellations.

Fig. 12. Receiver sensitivity penalty versus internal resolution for the squared
distance �� � for different square QAM constellations.

parallel blocks per module, the hardware efficiency of each
block is crucial for the practicality of the system.

To find an efficient hardware implementation, one important
goal is to avoid multipliers in the system, since they usually
utilize a lot of chip area. Fig. 11 shows the receiver sensitivity
penalty against different resolutions of and .
The results are similar for all considered constellations and
show, that a resolution bits is sufficient. As for
the penalty for a resolution bits is tolerable (Fig. 12), the

-operation in (16) can be realized with a small look-up table
(4 bit input, 4 bit output) or simple logic functions.

The reason for the similar results for all simulated constella-
tions is that the distance to the closest constellation point is in-
dependent of the number of constellation points. This fact was
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Fig. 13. 4-QAM constellation diagram at the receiver before and after carrier
recovery for �� � � � ��� � �� .

Fig. 14. 16-QAM constellation diagram at the receiver before and after carrier
recovery for �� � � � ��� � �� .

already mentioned in Section IV.B and shows that the hardware
effort to implement the proposed algorithm only increases
moderately for higher order QAM constellations. The needed
internal resolutions for calculation of and consequently
also for the subsequent filter function is always the same.
Therefore, the proposed feedforward carrier recovery algorithm
becomes hardware-efficient especially for high order QAM
constellations.

VI. DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the feasibility of optical high-order QAM
transmission Figs. 13–16 depict the constellation diagrams at
the receiver before and after carrier recovery for the investi-
gated square QAM formats. The OSNRs are the same as in
Section V.C. The figures show that the carrier phase can be reli-
ably recovered by the proposed feedforward algorithm, even for
high order QAM constellations.

A potential implementation of such transmission systems
with cost-effective DFB lasers will make them very attractive

Fig. 15. 64-QAM constellation diagram at the receiver before and after carrier
recovery for �� � � � ��� � �� .

Fig. 16. 256-QAMconstellation diagram at the receiver before and after carrier
recovery for �� � � � ��� � �� .

for future commercialization. Furthermore, the growth of trans-
mission bandwidth in existing optical fiber systems will only
be viable by increasing the spectral efficiency using advanced
modulation formats. Therefore, QAM will play an important
role for systems supporting 100 Gb/s, 400 Gb/s, or even higher
data rates.

There are two main technological barriers remaining to suc-
cessfully develop a high-order QAM transceiver. The first one is
the availability of low-cost low linewidth DFB lasers. But the re-
sults in Table I show that the requirements for the laser linewidth
are not as stringent as one would expect. DFB lasers with a
linewidth of 10 kHz are available today [25], consequently al-
lowing even an implementation of 256-QAM.

The second technological barrier is the requisite ADC band-
width and resolution. Table II showed corresponding values
required for the realization of a coherent polarization-mul-
tiplexed 100 Gb/s system. State-of-the-art ADCs already
accomplish sampling rates above 10 GS/s [26]–[28], enabling
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realtime 10 Gbaud 4-QAM (QPSK) systems [29]. But the
effective resolution is limited to 5 bits and ADCs with the
required higher resolutions are limited to lower sampling rates
[30], [31], therefore inhibiting the implementation of 64-QAM
or even 256-QAM. However, further developments in ADC
design [32] and device technology will enable the realization
of these high-order QAM modulation formats in optical trans-
mission systems in the near future.

VII. SUMMARY

In this paper a novel phase noise tolerant feedforward carrier
recovery concept for arbitrary -QAM constellations was
presented and a hardware-efficient implementation of the
algorithm was proposed. A tolerance against linewidth times
symbol rate products of , and

for a penalty of 1 dB at a BER of for square
4-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-QAM and 256-QAM, respectively, was
determined by Monte Carlo simulation.
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